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ABSTRACT 
In this paper a new public-key signature scheme is presented 
based on discrete logarithm problem. The specific of  
presented scheme is that the signature is addressed from a 
given user with given public key to another user with the 
different public key so only that recipient will be able to 
verify the signature from a specified user. The complexity of 
implementation is similar to Digital Signature Standard 
Algorithm (DSA). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Digital signature standard algorithm (DSA) 
[1,2] is based on discrete logarithm problem 
and is designed to sign a document in the way 
that each user knowing the public key of the 
signer  can verify the signature. In many 
applications it is important that the document 
is signed in the way that only intended 
recipient with the public key will be able to 
verify the signature. 
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In [3] a new approach has been introduced 
dealing with key exchange for broadcast 
applications. In this paper we show how that 
approach can be used to design a new public-
key signature scheme that is based on discrete 
logarithm problem.  
 
2. NEW PUBLIC-KEY SIGNATURE 
SCHEME  
DSA algorithm can be explained as follows: 
Let we have shared global public key 
values ( : a large prime where 

 to 1024bits and is a multiple of ; 
choose , a 160  bit prime factor of

)gqp ,, Lp 2=
512=L 64

q 1−p ; 
choose ( ) qphg 1−=  where 1−< ph , 

( ) ( ) 11 >− ph qp mod . Users choose private key 
qx <  and compute .   ( )pgy x mod=

To sign a message M the sender: generates a 
random signature key , , must be  k qk < k

 
random, be destroyed after use, and never be 
reused, then computes signature pair:  

( )( ) ( )qpgr k modmod=  
( )( ) ( )qrxMHks mod⋅+⋅= −1 , 

sends signature ( )sr,  with message M .  
Having received M  and signature ( )sr,  to 
verify a signature, recipient computes:  

 
( )qsw mod1−= ,    
( )( ) ( qwMHu mod⋅ )=1 ,    

( ) ( qwru mod⋅ )=2 ,   
( )( ) ( )qpygv uu modmod21 ⋅= . 

If rv = , then signature is verified.  
In the DSA scheme everyone who has signer’s 
public key can verify the signature. In the 
presented scheme the signature is intended to 
a specified user with a given public key. So 
we will use , and , to denote private 
and public keys for sender and receiver, 
respectively. 

sx rx sxg rxg

To sign a message M  the sender: generates a 
random key r , qr < , r  must be random, be 
destroyed after use, and never be reused, then 
computes signature pair:  
               ( ) ( )( )( )qpgS rxr modmod×=1  

               
( ) ( )( ) ( )qgrxMHrS r

s mod⋅++⋅= −1
2 . 

Having received M and signature ( )21 SS ,  to 
verify a signature, recipient with a public key 

( )rxg   computes: 
( )( ) tgg rrrx kr ==× where  ( ) kr rx =−1

 (only known to him) so only he/she can 
get and then computes: rg
              ( )qSw mod1

2
−=   and   ,  ( )MH
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( ) ( )qwMHu mod=1 ,   
,   ( )( )qtwu mod=2

           ( ) ( )( ) ( )qptggv
uxu s modmod

21= . 
The signature is verified if tv = .Why it 
works? Since 

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )( ) .tgg
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The computational complexity of the proposed 
scheme is equivalent to DSA scheme. The 
advantage of the scheme is that only intended 
recipient of the message will be able to verify 
if the signature is valid. 
 
 
3. CONCLUSION 
We have presented a new public-key digital 
signature scheme based on discrete logarithm 
problem. In this scheme only chosen recipient 
of the message will be able to verify the 
signature. For some important applications 
this feature will eliminate the need for 
message encryption. 
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